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Sl. INTRODUCTION 
LET p be a prime and d be the Steenrod ,algebra mod p. Denote by 9 and Q the Hopf 
subalgebras of & generated by the reduced power operations pi, i > 0, (Pi = Sq” ifp = 2), 
and by ;Llilnor’s elements Qi, i 2 0 (Q, = A, Qi+ I = [P’, Q,]), respectively. Then for odd p, 
the multiplication gives an isomorphism Q @ 9 g &. si’ and 9’ (p > 2) are realized by the 
cohomologies of an Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum and Brown-Peterson’s spectrum, res- 
pectively; it is, however, not known that up to what degree can Q be realized as d-module 
by the cohomology of some spectrum? Here we understand that the &-module structure of 
Q is given by the bijection Q -+ d//9 induced by the natural map. 
Q is the exterior algebra E(Q,, Q,, Qz , . . .). Consider the basis 
ll> Q,, Q,, Q, Q1, Qza . ..I 
of Q in the order of the degrees, and let Q(m) be spanned by the first m basis of Q and 
give it an _cY-module structure as the quotient of Q. Then we denote a spectrum by 
V(n + (k/2”+‘)) if there is an d-module isomorphism 
H*(V(n + (k/2”+‘)); 2;) z Q(2”+’ -t k). 
In particular, H*(V(n); 2;) z E(Q,, Q,, . . . , Q,). 
Our main results are the following theorems. 
THEOREM 1.1. V(3) exists for p 2 7, 
V(3$) ex&ts for p = 5, 
V( I+) exists for p = 3, 
V(t) e,uistsfor p = 2. 
The above results are best possible for p = 2, 3. 
THEORE~I 1.2. V( 12) for p = 3 and V( 1) for p = 2 do not exist. 
Some additional properties of V(m) will be discussed including the uniqueness, the 
existence of multiplication and the homotopy groups in lower dimensions. Like as the non- 
existence of a multiplication V(0) A V(0) --t V(0) for p = 2, that of a multiplication 
V(+) A V(1) --f V(1) for p = 3 will be shown. 
For thespectrum V(m) of Theorem 1.1, up to some range (e.g. deg < 2p4 - 3 forp 2 7) 
we have an Adams spectral sequence: E2 = Ext,(Z, , Z,) converges to n,(V(m)l. Moreover 
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the spectral sequence collapses for deg <2p’(p - 1) - 3 (p 2 5). Further discussions on 
higher homotopy groups of V(m) and applications to the homotopy groups of spheres will 
be seen in subsequent papers. 
$2. AI'~ ESTIMATE OF EXTp(Z,,Z,) 
In this section p denotes an odd prime. Methods to compute the cohomology of 
Steenrod algebra d was established by May [6], [7]. For the subalgebra P’ of sl the com- 
putations can be done similarly and rather simpler. We shall follow May’s line. 
Let E : 9 + Z, be the augmentation, I = Ker E and put F,S’ = 9 and 
F_i~=I.F_i+l~,i>O. 
Consider the graded Hopf algebra 
E”9 = z Fi9’/Fi_ ,.9’ 
associated with the filtration 9 = F, B 2 F_ l.9 z) * * . . Then 
we have a spectral sequence with E, = H*(E “9’) rvhich conrerges to H*(Y) = 
Ext,(Z, 7 ZJ I23 (2.1) 
Next, by a theorem of Milnor-Moore [9], E”9 is a primitively generated Hopf algebra 
of characteristic p and isomorphic to the enveloping Hopf algebra 
V(L) = U(L)/J 
of the restricted Lie algebra L = P(E”B) consists of the primitive elements of E03, where 
U(L) = T(L)/(xy - yx - [x, y]} is the usual enveloping algebra of L as a Lie algebra and J 
is the ideal generated by t(s) - xp, x E L. 
For the structure of L, we have 
THEOREM 2.1 (May). Tile primitive elemerzis L = P(E “9) of E ‘9 has a basis 
{Pji = P(0, . . . , 0, P;~,, 0, . . .), i 2 0, j 2 1) s&r that 
CP;, p,kl = di,k+lPr+lr i 2 k and 5(Pji) = 0. 
This is a part of Theorem II.2.9. of [6] and the proof is also contained in its proof. 
Lemma 9 of [7] implies 
There exists a multipliticative spectral sequence with E, = P(bji) @ H**( U(L)) 
converging to H**( V(L)). (2.2) 
Also, Theorem 5 of [7] gives an explicit resolution Y(L) = y(‘(L) @ U(L) of Z, over 
U(L), where Y(L) 0 U(LjZp is the exterior algebra generated by (Pji) having co-derivative 
differential a which satisfies d(Pji, Pk,) = 6i,k+,(P~+1). Denote by Rj’ the dual of (Pj’>, 
then we have 
H*( U(L)) g H*(E(Rji), S), where the 6 is derivative and 
j-1 
bR,’ = c R;“-“k R,‘. 
k=l 
(2.3) 
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Note that 
the bidegrces of Rji and bji are (1, 2(“‘j -pi)) and (2, 2(piij” -pi+‘)) respec- 
iicely. (2.4) 
By a routine computation, we obtain the following information on H*(U(L)), (see [6]). 
Up to total degrees t - s < Z(p) + 3~’ + 2p + l)(p - 1) - 4, H”*‘(U(L)) is multi- 
plicaticely generated by the follorting classes; 
hi = {R,‘),gi = {RZ’R,‘), ki = {RziR’,f’), i 2 0; 
I, = {R,ORzOR,O), I2 = {RIl~,o~,l), I, = {RJO~,‘R,O}, 
I4 = {R,“R21~,zj, I, = {RSIRzlR,‘), I, = {Rz2R11R,‘}; 
m1 = {R,“R,‘R20R,‘j, mz = {R,“R,oR20R,o}, m3 = {R,‘R21R20R,‘}, 
m, = {R,~R,OR,‘R,O); (2.5) 
and we have additively 
For (s, t) = (4, 2(p3 + 3p2 + 2p f l)(p - l)), H’.‘( U(L)) ’ p IS s anned by the class h, l, which is 
bounded gand only ifp > 3. 
Several multiplicative relations can be read off from the above representatives of 
generators. For example, 
go/r, = -k,h, = {R20R,oR,‘}. 
In the next section, we shall use the following estimate of Ext> *(Z,, Z,) F H***( V(L)) 
which follows from (2.1) and (2.2). 
LEMMA 2.2. Rank of Ext$‘(Z,, Z,) < rank of [P(bji) @ H***( U(L))]‘,‘. 
$3. EXISTENCE OF V(a) 
In general, we ask the existence of a spectrum which has a given &-module as its 
cohomology. A rough answer is the following. 
LEMMA 3.1, Let M* be a graded d-module. Assume that M” # 0 implies 
ExtT2*S’n(M*, ZP) = Ofor s 2 1. 
Then there exifts a $pectrum X such that H*(X; ZP) g ,Vl* as .&-modules. 
Proof. Consider a minimum &-resolution of M* : O+- M* +k’** A Cl,* 2 C*** 
+-...) C’. * z Ext2*(M*, Z,) @ G?. Let B, be an Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum which 
realizes C”,* g H*+*-’ (B,; Z,). Starting from X, = EB,, we shall construct a sequence of 
spectra X,, s 2 0, satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) there are fiberings X,, r A X, L B,, 1 which induces exact sequences 
C’+ l,f+sz H’(X,; Z,) 2 H’(X,+ 1 ; ’ zp>_ Cs+l.f+s+l, 
(b) d,+r =&* : Cs+l,f+z+ H’(X,; Z,)+ C’n’+s. 
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For the case s = 0, let il : X, +B, be a map which induces ‘ii and let X, be the fibre 
of rr, then (a) and (b) are satisfied where 6 = identity in (b). Next assume that Xi, . . . , X,, 
s 2 1, are already constructed and satisfy (a), (b). First ue see an exact sequence 
0 + Wi- H”(X, ; Z,)“e lfST l(cs- I,y + 0. 
From (a), (b) of s = 0, we have rr* = d, and an exact sequence 0 --f Coker ii, -+ H*(X, ; Z,) -+ 
Ker ti, + 0 which is equivalent to (c) of s = 1. So, we also assume that the exactness of(c) is 
verified by induction on s. 
Since Csfl** is d-free, there esists an &-homomorphism h : C”‘#* -+ H*(X,; Z,) such 
that6oh=~,+,.Letn:X,--+B+, be a map which induces h = rt* and let X,, , be a fibre 
of 7-c. Then the conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied. Now, it is sufficient to prove (c) for Xs+,. 
Let x E cs+2*s+n be a d-basis of Cst’, then Ext~‘9Sf”(M*, ZP) # 0 and by the ,assump- 
tion of the theorem M” = 0. By the exactness of(c), S(l~&+~(x)) = ds+irl,+,(x) = 0 implies 
M,+,(x) E i(M”) = 0. This shows that h(Ker cl,,,) = Ii(Im ci,+z) = 0, and /I induces a right 
inverse h : CI,+i(CSfl~*) z C”+‘o */Ker ds+, + H*(X,; Z,) of 6. Thus 
H*(X,; Z,) = i(M*) @ Im fi, Im fi = Im /i = Im rr*. 
It follows from the exactness of the sequence (a) that i* maps i(M*) isomorphically onto 
Im i*, that Ker rt* = Ker ci,,, = c1,+2(C sfl*s+n) and hence the exactness of(c) for Xs+l. 
We have constructed {X,) by induction on s, and as its inverse limit we obtain the 
required spectrum X. Q.E.D. 
Consider a P-free resolution (9’ 0 B *r *, d) of Z,, then by tensoring Q from the left we 
have an acyclic complex (Q @ 9 0 B’ *, *, 1 @ d). By use of the bijection Q @ 9 = &, we see 
easily that this complex is an .&-free resolution of Q = d//Y’, and that in 
Hom,(Y @ B** *, Z,) and Horn&(& 0 B*- *, Z,) 
the differentials are same. Thus we have 
Ext,** *(Q, Z,) = Ext,*, *(Z,, Z,). (3.1) 
Proof of Theorem I .I. Let P4 = So u e1 u ez u e 3 be the spectrum of real projective 
4-space and let xi E Hi(P4; Z,) be generators, then QOx, = Sq’x, = xi, Sq”x, = 0, Qix, = 
(Sq’Sq’ + Sq’Sq2) x, = Sq’Sq’x, = x3. The second relation shows that e2 is attached to 
So u e1 inessentially. Thus, in its homotopy type e2 is a sphere and by smashing ez we have 
V(t) = P4/e2 for p = 2. 
Next let p > 2 and apply Lemma 3.1 for iG* = Q(nz). Let N be the kernel of the natural 
projection Q -+ M*,= O(m) and let N be v-connected. Then M” = 0 for v 2 n. Since N is 
v-connected, Ext, “*‘(NTZ,) = 0 for t - s 5 v. By the exact sequence of Ext associated for 
the exact sequence 0 -+ N---f Q -+ M* -P 0, we have isomorphisms 
ExtdS7 ‘(M*, Z,) zz ExtdS* ‘(Q, Z,) for t - s < v. (3.2) 
This may be applied to the assumption of Lemma 3.1. Moreover by use of (3.1) and Lemma 
2.2, we have the following corollary of Lemma 3.1. 
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(3.3) Let :!l* = Q(2”” i k), 0 2 k < 2”+‘. Assume that M’ # 0 implies 
[P(R/‘) @ ff*. *(U(L))]‘+ 2 3 s+r = 0 
for s 2 1. Then V(n + kj2”+ ‘) exists. 
To prove the theorem, it is sufficient to check (3.3) up to total degree of Q, Q, Q, Q3 : 
2(p’ + 2p + 3)(p - 1) + 4. In such a range, P(bji) @ H**(U(L)) equals to 
where b = b,‘, 6, = 6,‘. So we consider the degrees of the elements in [ ] modulo deg 
b=pq-2,whereq=2(p- 1): 
i. = 6, b2’ h, h, g, k, k,h, hz hzh, g1 f, 
degi.rq q+2 q-l 1 2q q+2 2q+l c/+1 2q q+4 4q+3. 
(3.4) 
On the other hand the degrees of monomials of Q modulo pq - 2 are given as follows: 
P= Q, Q, QoQ, 02 QoQz QlQ2 QoQ,Q, 0s ..... 
deg 11 = 1 q+l qf2 qf3 q+4 2q + 4 2q + 5 2q + 5 
(3.5) 
. . . . . 
By (3.2) a pair (,u, i.) with deg ,D = deg i. + 2 may be an obstruction to the existence of 
V(a). For p = Q,, Q,, Q, Q,, the only possibility is (Q,, /7,), but this is the case s = - 1 and 
omitted.For/l= Q2, QoQ2, Q,Q2, QoQ,Q2, we have deg Q, Q, Q2 < deg k, , then (3.4) 
and (3.5) shows there is no opstruction unlessp = 3 in that case deg Q, Q2 = 22 = deg bZ + 2. 
Thus we have the existence of V(2) for p > 3 and of V(li) for p = 3. Next let 
P= Qo'Q:Q$'Q,> 
then deg /l = fq + nz for 2 5 I I 4 and 5 I m I 10. Looking at (3.4), there is no possibility 
of deg p = deg A. + 2 unless q < 12, i.e. p < 7. For the case p = 5, the least dimensional p 
with deg 11 = deg E. + 2 is 11 = Q, Q2 Q, (E, = bp+2h,). Thus V(3) exists for p 2 7 and V(2$) 
exists for p = 5. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Remark. 1. = I, b20br’-r-2 and =h,(b20)3br’-2J’-Z satisfy deg Q4 = deg 1. + 2. 
S4. UNIQUENESS AND MULTIPLICATION 
For the simplicity of the discussion, we require 
(4.1) V(a), a = n + (k/2”+ ‘) is a spectrum of jinite CW-complexes of 2”+’ + k cells: 
V(a) =* u e, u ez u ..a u e 2m + , +k such that each e2i is attached to e2 i_ 1 by degree p 
(* u e, = So). 
One can see that if V(a) exists then we can replace it by ap-equivalence to one satisfying 
(4.1). 
THEOREhr 4.1. Spectra of Theorem 1.1 whicft satisfy (4.1) are unique np to homotopy 
equivalence. 
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Proof. First consider the case p = 2. V(0) is 3 Moore spectrum and unique. In V(i) = 
V(0) u e3, e3 is attached by 3 generator of nl(V(0)) 2 Z,. Thus V(i) is unique up to 
homotopy equivalence. 
Next let p 2 3 and a, = 3 for p 2 7, a, = 23 for p = 5, a,, = 1) for p = 3, and consider 
two spectra V(a,), V’(a,) of Theorem 1.1. Note that the spectra have even cells hence have 
only p-torsions. Thus any p-equivalence f: V’(a,) + V(a,) is 3 homotopy equivalence. 
Furthermore any extensionfof the identity of bottom sphere s” is a homotopy equivalence 
since H*(V(a,); ZJ is generated by the class of the sphere as d-module. So, it is sufficient to 
extend the inclusion So c V(a,) over the whole of V’(a,). The obstructions to the extension lie 
in n,_r(V(a,)) for n = deg(eJ, i > 2. Since V(a) has only p-torsions n,_l(V(a,)) = 0 if 
ExtS,f’*“+“(H*(V(a,); Z,), ZP) = 0 f or all s. Let N = dim V(a), then we see 
H*(V(n,) ; z&J z5 Q = &d/p 
for deg < N + 2(p - 1) - 1. Then by (3.1), the obstructions to the extension vanishes if 
Ext;+ t.S+n (Z,, Z,) = 0 for n = deg(e,), i > 2. 
This is proved similarly to the proof of Theorem 1.1 by checking pairs (p, I.) with deg p = 
deg A. + 1. We see there is no obstruction to the extension. 
For the values a,, in the proof, V(a) of a I u, can be obtained as a skeleton of V(a,). By 
the same proof we have 
COROLLARY 4.2. If a < u,, a = n + (k/2”+ ‘) and k is even then V(a) satisfying (4.1) is 
unique up to homotopy equivalence. 
In stable range, any pair (K, L) of finite CW-complex has the same homotopy type of a 
mapping cone of a map : C-‘(K/L) -+ L. Then we have 
CKIROLLARY 4.3. If a < a,, a = n + (k/2”+‘) and 0 c k 5 2”+ I, then V(u) is homotopy 
equivalent to a mapping cone of a map 
f: C’V(b) + V(n) 
where b = m + (h/2”+ ‘) for k = 2”‘+ ’ + h, 0 < h < 2m+ ’ and v = 2~“’ ’ - 2. If h is even f is 
unique up to homotopy. 
For example, V(0) is 3 mapping cone of 3 map So -+ So of degree p, for p 2 3 V(l) is a 
mapping cone of a map 
z : Pp-*v(o) --) V(0) 
such that ar = n: * u. i : Szp-* c X2p-2V(0) -+ V(0) -+ S’ represents an element of order p 
in the (2p - 3)-stem group. 
We can also see that for a < b I a,, any extension V(a) -+ V(b) of the identity of S” is 
equivalent to the inclusion. So we may consider that V(a) is a subcomplex of V(b). Then we 
call a map 
cp : V(a) A V(b) -+ V(c), a 5 c, b 5 c 
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as a multiplication if its restrictions on V(a) A So = V(a) nd So A V(b) = V(b) are equivalent 
to the inclusions. If c=u,, q is just an extension of the identity So A So -+ So. So the obstruc- 
tions to extend the identity to a cell e, A ej belongs to n,_r(V(c)), n = deg(e,) + deg(ej), 
where i, j > 1. Then a routine checking of Ext~1~5t”(Zg, Z,) leads us to the follo~ving: 
THEOREM 4.4. The following multiplications exist: 
V’(3) A V(3) + V(3) for p 2 11, 
Y(2+) A V(3) -+ V(3)for p = 7 (h,bZpf3), 
V( I*) A ~(24) + V(2J)foor p = 5 (h,b’, bp”), 
V(0) A V(2$) -+ V(Z$) for p = 5 (b”“), 
V(t) A ~(~)-V(l)forp = 3 (b), 
V(0) A V(l~)-+V(1~)forp= 3 (go), 
where the elements in ( ) of the right ends are least dimensional ones rL4ich appear in the 
obstruction. 
COROLLARY 4.5. The stable fzomotopy groups Tc,(V(3)) for p 2 7, rc,(V(2$)) for p = 5 and 
rr*(V( 1)) for p = 3 are Z,-modules by the action of n,(V(O)) 2 Z,. 
85. SOME HOiMOTOPY OF V(u) 
Consider Adams spectral sequence associated with V(a) : 
E;*’ = Ext>‘(H*(V(a); Z,), Zp) => z*(V(a)), 
and apply (3.2) and (;.I), then we have 
LEMMA 5.1. If H*(V(a); ZJ z Q for deg < N, then there is a spectral sequence with 
E,-term isomorphic to Ext>‘(Z,, Z,) for t - s < N - 1 and it conuerges to z,(V(a)). 
For p 2 5, V(2) exists and the above lemma will be applied. By the results of Section 2 
Extz. *(Z,, Zp) is derived from P(bj’) 0 { 1, h,, /z,, go, k,, k,h,, h, , h, /I,, . _ . > through 
two spectral sequences, and n,(V(2)) can be estimate for deg <2p3 - 4 = deg QJ - 2. The 
&‘-module structure of Q = sl//B induces a right Ext,(Z,, Z,) module structure on 
Ext,(Q Z,) = Ext,(Z,, Z,) which is compatible, through Adams spectral sequences, with 
the composition rr,(V(2)) @ n,(S’) + 7r,(V(2)). In particular, by multiplying 1 E Ext,‘, ‘, we 
have a canonical homomorphism Ext,(Z,, Z,) -+ Ext,(Z,, 2,) compatible with the 
injection homomorphism i, : n,(S) -+ 7r*(V(2)). Then we see from the results in [6] that 
b = b,‘, 6, = b,‘, hi, go, k, are cycles as images under the canonical homomorphisms and 
hat b,’ is not a cocycle. Thus we have 
(5.1) Ext> *(Zp 9 Z,) = W, b,) 0 { 1, ho, /I,, go, k,, k, ho, /I,, hz IJo) 
for deg < (P’ + ~14 - 3, 
where q = 2(p - 1). 
By dimensional reasons the first possibility of nontrivial differential in the Adams 
spectral sequence for V(2) is the following (5.2) and its non-triviality is known by [14]. 
(5.2) dzP_ ,(b,) = h, bp up to non-zero constant. 
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Then the spectral sequence collapses for lower degrees and, since n,(V(Z)) is a Z,- 
module by Corollary 4.5, we have 
(5.3) n,(V(2)) z 1 Ext>‘+“(Z,, Z,) for n < pzq - 3. 
5 
It is known that the elements in Ext,(Z,, Z,) corresponding to 11,: b,, k, are permanent 
cycles and converges to the elements 
aI E=~-~W’), PI E~,,-#‘) and Pz ~~~~~~ Ijq-2(W, 
respectively. 
By Corollary 4.3, we have a map (homotopy class) 
p : cpq+qv(l) -+ V(1) 
such that V(2) is a mapping cone of /?. Let 
8, E ncpq- l(V(0)) 
be represented by the composition: Sp4+¶ c CPq+qV(l)L V(l)% Zqi-‘V(0). Then the 
mapping cone of fl, is V( 1$)/V(O), and Y’ # 0 in it since PpQl = Q2 in V(2). Thus, fll is a 
representative of h,. Remark that 
Up to non-zero constant, PI is represented by the composition Spq’q c Cp”V(l) --% 
v(l)zsq+r. (5.4) 
For, if the above composition is null-homotopic, then lijr is the image of an element in 
n,,_,(S”) which is detected by BP, but this contradicts to the triviality of mod p Hopf 
invariant. 
Next consider the exact sequence 
(5.5) ... A rr,_,,_,(v(1)) 2 rc,(V(l))~ rr”(V(2)) -%r,_pq_q-l(v(l>) --t .. . 
associated with the cofibering Cpq+qV(l) -!+ V(1) A V(2), and compute rr,(V(l)). 
THEOREM 5.2. For p 2 5 and deg < 2pz(p - 1) - 3, we have 
~*(V(2)) = A 0 P(PI)> 
I*) = P(B) 0 A OP(P,), 
where the tensor products are given by the compositionf and A is a vector space with a base 
(2 E %, El, IL 90 E 7qp+2)q-2 > P2 3 P2%). 
Proof. The result for n,(V(2)) follows directly from (5.2) and (5.3). The elements 1, 
CL,, Jr, B2, fizal are images under i, of(5.5). Forg,, rt&g,) E x,,_,(V(l)) 2 ~l~~-~(V(2)) = 0. 
Thus go is also an &-image, and i, is onto and we have a short exact sequence 
0 -+ %-,,-,(V(l)) -% n,(V( 1)) 2 Tr”(V(2)) -+ 0 
for n < p2q - 3. Then the results for n*(V(l)) follow easily. 
Another approach to n,(V(l)) is the Adams spectral sequences for V(1) which can 
apply for p = 3. The E, term is Ext,(H*(V(l); Z,), Zp) = Ext,(E(Q,, Q,), Z,). As an 
algebraic analogy of (5.5), we consider the exact sequence 
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(5.6) .-- -+ Ext$(E(Q,, Q,), Z,)-fll, Ext>‘(E(Q,, Q,, Q?), Z,) 
+ Eats’-“‘-‘-‘(E(o,,o,),Z~)~ Ext~,-,‘(E(Q,,Q,),Z,)- .*. 
associated with the exact sequence 
O-E(Q,>Q,) ~E(Q,,Q,,Q,)P,E(Q,,Q,)30. 
Here Ext>‘(E(Q,, Q,, Ql), Zp) c;1:1 be replaced by Ext’g’(Z,, Z,) for degree < 2p3 - 3. 
Then by dimensional reasons or by representatives of generators we see that p* is an epimor- 
phism for lower dimension and whence (5.6) breaks down into a short exact sequence, and we 
have 
Ext> *(H*(V( I)), Zp) =z P(B) @ Ext;* *(Z,, Z,) for total degree t - s < 2p3 -4. (B. 
may be given by Yone& product rvith the class (Q,) E Ext” pqLqf’ and for p > 3 it cor- 
responds to Be.) (5.7) 
THEOREM 5.3. In the range <2p2(p - I) - 3 tfle Adams spectral sequence: 
Ext> *(H*(V( I)), Zp) a n.JV( I)) 
collapses ifp > 3 and flas only one non-trivial dlFerenlia1 d3(Bz . 1) = i h,b2 sfp = 3. 
Proof: By dimensional reasons everything is clear except the coefficient x in d,(B” 1) = 
xh,b2 for the case p = 3. h,b’ is represented by fir/?,‘. fi,j?,’ generates zjl(V(l)) 2 Z, since 
in the exact sequence 
n,,(SO) 0 z, + rr 3 KV( I))= Tor(n,,(S’), ZJ 
n,,(S’) @ Z, = 0 and Tor(n,o(So), Z,) is generated by fi,3 = x&j?,/?,‘). Since the element 
pz E n,,(S’) is of order 3, there is a coextension [II E 7rX,(ZsV(0)) of /??. Up to sign, the 
composition 711 : C’V(0) -+ S’ is an extension of ‘I,. Thus 11,r,(/3~) represents the bracket 
{r,, 31, lj2}. But by Proposition 15.6 of [13], combined with the relation z,flL3 = 0 of [Id], 
{y,, 31, f12} = +/I,3. It follows that CL,@J = k/3,/?,‘. Since V(I) is a mapping cone of CC, 
/$A’ = ~(ljz) vanes h es in V(l). This shows that h’,b’ must be bounded and I $0 (mod 3). 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let p = 3, tflen for deg < p*q - 3 = 33, 
x*(V(l)) r ‘4 0 (1, B,, B,2> + {PO> 0 A’ 0 {l, B, I, 
rvflere A’ = (I, z,, fl,} c n,(V(O)) andDo : C16V(0) -+ V(l) has V( I +) as its ulappirrg coue. 
56. NON-EXISTENCE 
First consider the case p = 2. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let p = 2, t/Zen V(l) ciocs not exist and any r~rultiplicatiotl of the type 
V(0) A V(0) + V(t) does not exist. 
Proof. If V(1) exists, then H*(V( 1); Zz) = E(Q, , Q,)u for the fundamental class ~1 and 
Q, = Sq’, Q, = Sq*.Sq’ + Sq’Sq’. By a dimensional reason, Sq211 = 0. Then we have a 
contradiction: 0 = Sq*Sq’u = Sq’Sq*Sq’ll = Q, Q,zr # 0. Thus V(l) does not exist. If a 
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multiplication q : V(0) A V(0) -+ V(t) exists, then cp*n = u A\‘U and we have a contradiction : 
0 = cp*(S$u) = Sq’cp*u = Sq’(u A u) = Sq’tl A Sq’ll # 0. Thus cp does not exist. 
In the remaining part of this section, we consider the case p = 3. Let 
cp : V(0) A V(0) --) V(0) 
be a multiplication. Since ni(V(0)) = 0 for 0 < i < 3 (Corollary 5.4), every extension cp of 
the identity of So are homotopic to each other. In particular, we have the commutativity of 
cp: 
q 2 cp 0 T : V(0) A V(0) + V(O), where T is the switching map T(x A y) = y A x. (6.1) 
The key to the following discussions is the following non-associativity of the multiplica- 
tion q [15]. 
LEMMA 6.2. cp is not associative, that is, 
d=~o(IA40)-(P”(‘PAl)=fio~,o(nAnAn) 
in homotopy classes [V(O) A V(0) A V(O), V(O)], where So I V(0) 2 S’ is the co- 
jibering and u1 E n3(So) is an element of order 3 detected by II, (or by 9”). 
Proof. Put V(0) A V(0) A V(0) = V(O)(3’. rri(V(0)) is trivial for 0 < i < 3 and generated 
by i 0 zI for i = 3. Then we have easily that [V(O)(‘), V(O)] is generated by i 0 cz, 0 (71 A rt AX). 
Thusd=k*iou, 0 (X A rr A rt) for some k E Z, . 
Assume that k = 0, then cp 0 (1 A (p) and cp 0 (q A 1) are homotopic. Let P be a cyclic 
permutation given by P(x A y A z) = z A x A y, then the relation cp 0 T 0 (1 A cp) 0 P = 
cp 0 (cp A 1) holds. By use of (6.1) we see that cp 0 (1 A 40) is homotopic to cp 0 (1 A (p) 0 P. 
Let 
h : V(O)‘3’ x 1-t V(0) 
be the homotopy and let ep’(V(0)) = V(O)(3) x I/ N be obtained by the relation (bv, 1) N 
(P(w), 0). Then h defines a map 
Jr : ep’(V(0)) --t V(0) 
which induces an isomorphism of H”( ; Z,). As is seen in Section 4 of [15], 91H” # 0 in 
ep’(V(0)). Since YLHo = 0 in V(O), the naturality of 9’ shows Y’H” = 0 in ep’(V(0)). This 
is a contradiction, and we conclude x = + 1. 
THEOREM 6.3. For p = 3, any multiplication of the type V(t) A V(1) -+ V(1) does not 
exist. 
Proof. We assume the existence of a multiplication 
/.I : v(t) A V(L) -+ V(1). 
By Theorem 4.4, we have multiplications 
vol : V(+) A V(+) + V(1) and (p2 : V(1) A V(0) -+ V(1). 
Put K = V(i) A V(3) A V (0) and consider the difference 
d,=,uo(l ~rp,)--~~(cp,r\1):K-rv(1). 
‘lS.!Xa IOU SaOp ($[)A ‘f = ff 102 ‘C.9 lClt103HJ_ 
‘0 zz O;ogl~ 0 “g J! @IO pm 
3~ sls!xa I! pw ‘~30 uoyalxao3 B s!S‘“d30 au03 8yddeur e s! ($1)~ aw!S ‘($)ALrz = (1)~ 
/($[)A am!s ‘wLrz sluasaJdaJ /o IL ‘(0)ALrz = (1)A/(fl)A c ($[)A : II uo!zDa[oJd ayz Bu!sod 
-uro3 Lq ISr[$ yms (+I)A + rzS :Jdm e 30 au03 DQu!ddaur ‘e s! ‘s$s!xa I! 31 ‘(&)A -Joold 
‘O = ‘ZgTx 0 “d& +O PUDj SlS!Xa ($[)A ‘p’g VJW3~ 
‘($)A s! au03 Bu!ddew sl! ~eyl yms I: 30 uo!lysaJ ayl 
(0)A + $2 : ‘W 
Lq alouap iC]Jely!S ‘($1)~ s! “d 30 1~103 %!ddmu aql $eyl yms 
(1)A + (0)AgrX : “d 
(ssep Ldolowoy) dmu B s! aJaq$ ‘f’~ XJclloJo3 X8 
*pays!lqt?)sa s! ruaJoay$ ayi 
pue ‘uo!l~!peJ~uo3 B 01 sn speal rf ~0 amals!xa aqL ‘0 = r&z& uoyzIaJ zuspv 01 slmpeJ$uo3 
sy? Inq ‘O # (‘z :‘3),~~& = (‘z f/3)o~,&‘i& ‘rClwnbasuo3 .(‘z :‘D),H ~03 uayl 
Pup (‘Z f(?/B)‘J)& ‘(‘Z f?h&H ‘(‘Z : ,S ” M ” M)cH ‘03 F!*!JWou s! & sMollo3 $1 
7nmJo3 uelJ~ Aq 1ra = la v sa v sa = Is v (,s),4 v (,s),& = (,s v r~ v ,&G q~w 
u! rS ” M ” M a*=q aM wad e 01 (,S/(O)A) ” (,S/M) v (,S/M) = orS zu!Wus xq Pug 
‘,,a n Lza A L ‘an (o,s”Es) = 
0-S ” (M ” rS n 1s ” M)/((O)A ” M ” M) = ‘I/H 
OS]” 
aas aM .sasse[D /iD”o~ou1oqo3 aql u! $ = (1s)1& pue “~30 au03 Bu!ddmu B s! M uayl ‘sa n ,S 
= ,s/(+>~ = M Ind Tz f/3),H = Vz :‘3),~,8 ‘{,6) = “Y Aq palDa3ap s! g2IJws 
‘0 + (‘Z f (l)A)& ‘y- (‘Z f’3)wH ‘;;- (‘Z f (?/Xh.)*H +0 
amanbas IDsxa LIB a,isy aM pue (‘z t/3)& 30 s!seq I? was 
-aJdaJ ‘3 30 l]aD yxa uaqi ‘f 30 (~/x)3 n (1)~ = J3 au03 Zu!ddwu 2~1 Jap!suoD lxaN 
.Ix F sluasaJdaJ 
(I)A~~S + rS v IS v ,S = ES : Es IJreyl qms (1)~ +7/y :./dew e pm u ucw$‘o~d ayl_P 
(l)A-‘l/Y-X : 11 OJ 
uoysodruo3 aqi 01 
3!doloruoy s! lp ‘amanbasuo3 E sv .oJaz 01 3!doiouroq s! 7 1 ‘p leql yms x Ja,to papualxa s! 
z.9 auma~ u! (21 v ii v u) 0 II: c J T puep uaa,waq ddolomoq a11 uaql ‘f # .I pm OI > ! > 0 
Jo3 O = ((j)A)!u ‘p’s ,h~~oJo~ lig ‘L ‘g ‘s ‘i: ‘1 ‘O suo!suaur!p 30 sIla3 30 sis!suoc~ 7‘9 30 
(0)A ” (($)A ” &i n ,,S ” (+)A) n oS ” ((F)” (0)A n (0)A ” (:)A> = ? 
xa]dmoDqns ayl Jap!suoI 
‘p = (0)~ v (0)~ v (o),~ / ‘p uaql -d, JO suo!suaixa s-2 suo!lmId!lInur asayi ayei uw aA 
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Proof. Consider h1 = V(_C) A V(l&) and its subcomplexes M, = (V(t) A V(l)) u 
(V(0) A V(l,t)) = M - e”, >I2 = (V(i) A V(i)) u (L’(O) A V(l$)) = M, - ell and M, = 
(V(i) A V(t)) u (V(0) A V(1)) = M, - (el’ u e”), then rlfJd(, = S” v X”V(0). We find 
an extension (a multiplication) 
gj : M, -+ V(1) 
of the identity of S” as the union of p1 and ‘pz in the proof of Theorem 6.3. 
First identify the subcomplex M, of Mz by g3, then \ve have a complex V( 1) u el’ u 
e18 in which we see easily that V( 1) u el’ = V( I+) and QO(e”) = e18. Thus we have obtained 
V( I+) and the identification is aR extension 
g2 : R/I2 --t V(13) 
ofg,. Let 122 be a generator of rrzz(M, M,) z Z and consider its image under the boundary 
homomorphism 
a : n,l(M, M,) -+ 7rz ,@I,, MI,) 
where ~2.1(M,r M3) = rrZ,(M,/M3) N’ nz,(S”) @ nz,(X”V(0)). By the above decomposition 
of nzI(M,, M3), the first factor of Sl,, is the attaching class of e’” in M/M, = Ss A 
(V(l&)/V(t)) = S” u ez2 and the second factor is one of e2’ in M/(M3 u c”) = r16V(+). 
Thus up to sign we have 
S(f22) = P/3, @ _P’c(, . 
Next consider the boundary homomorphism 
d’ : n2,(M,, M3) z n2,(S”) 0 7r&“V(O)) + n,,(M,). 
Obviously c?‘d = 0. Each component of c” is equivalent to the homomorphisms induced by 
the attaching maps _j-, : S” -+ M, of e’l and _f2 : C”jV(O) --t M, of hl, - M, respectively. 
Consider the composition with g3. The composition g3 ofi is (homotopically) trivial if and 
only if g3 can be extendable over M3 u e ‘I = V(?-) A V(1). By Theorem 6.3, g3 of, is non- 
trivial, and by Corollary 5.4 it represents a generator + PI of x Lo (V( 1)) z 2, . By concerning 
the extension g2 of g3, we have that gX 0 f2 is a representative of fro. 
Consequently, we have, up to sign, 
0 = d’?(z2& = 8(X”/?, @ C”C1,) 
= PI 0 Pp, + p. 0 C’Q, = p,’ + p. 0 c’%, 
By Corollary 5.4, PO Q C 16uo = + plz # 0. Then it follows from Lemma 6.4 that V( 12) does 
not exist. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2 follows from Theorems 6.1, 6.3, 6.5. 
Remark. For p = 5, we may expect the non-existence of V(22). In fact, by a similar 
argument as above we can show that the existence of V(2k) is equivalent to the existence 
of a multiplication : V( 13) A V(2) -+ V(2). In general, if V(n + (l/2”+‘)) and a multiplication 
V(k + (a/2”+‘)) A V(n) -+ V(n) exist then V(tz + ((2k+’ f a)/2”“)) exists. 
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